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Foreword and Introduction
Hartlepool’s refreshed Economic Growth & Regeneration Strategy 2019-2021 responds to
recognised opportunities and challenges for Hartlepool.
Developed by key partners including the local business community we believe that
it promotes a more dynamic, creative and distinctive approach to economic growth
which captures the resilience and creativity of local businesses, supports more and
better jobs for local people and maximises the potential of the Hartlepool’s portfolio
of local economic assets.
The Strategy also positions Hartlepool as a major contributor to the productive
growth ambitions of the Tees Valley and complements the Tees Valley Combined
Authority wider investment and growth plans.

Councillor Kevin Cranney –
Deputy Leader of Hartlepool
Borough Council

Denise McGuckin –
Director of Regeneration &
Neighbourhoods

Split between three themes - creative, productive and connected, the strategy
forms the three masts of Hartlepool’s economy which reflects the distinctive
maritime associations from the past and for the future.
Hartlepool Borough Council is a key enabler of the local economy – but ultimately
it is the activity and investment of businesses which will define the Borough’s
progress over the next three years and beyond. We would like to encourage more
businesses to join the Economic Regeneration and Tourism Forum and become
involved in delivering this exciting strategy.

Peter Olsen –
Chair of Hartlepool Economic
Regeneration & Tourism Forum
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1.0

Economic strategy
at a glance

The three masts of Hartlepool’s new economy
masts
The three
Mast 1

OBJECTIVES

PROGRAMMES
MEASURE
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Mast 2

nomy
Mast 3

PRODUCTIVE HARTLEPOOL

CONNECTED HARTLEPOOL

Creative Hartlepool seeks to build on the
growing profile and reputation of the town as
a distinctive and dynamic economic centre
and to support creative people and enterprise
to choose to locate and grow in the local
economy

Productive Hartlepool seeks to consolidate
and strengthen the core foundations of
Hartlepool’s new economy in the areas where
it has most potential to add value to the Tees
Valley’s priorities

Connected Hartlepool aims to widen the
Borough’s economic footprint with a positive
outward-facing approach to economic
networks through physical connectivity and
economic collaboration.

C1 Build on Hartlepool’s reputation as a
creative town which supports creative people,
ideas and enterprise

P1 Enhance the productivity of local
businesses and the local workforce

CN 1 Improve external connectivity to
strategic economic opportunities

P2 Improve the productivity and local
economic contribution of key local assets

CN 2 Enhance network of assets to increase
Hartlepool’s draw as a destination

CREATIVE HARTLEPOOL

VISION

of Hartlepool’s new eco

C2 Develop the assets and skilled workforce
to sustain a creative and inclusive local
economy

CN 3 Develop and strengthen local supply
chains for key sectors

• Innovation and Skills Quarter
• Creative Hartlepool Plan
• Creative Hartlepool Skills Compact

• Business engagement and support
programme
• Productive Skills programme
• Space for Growth Programme
• Ports Growth programme
• Future of Nuclear Hartlepool plan
• Quality housing growth

• Hartlepool Waterfront
• Civic Quarter and Town Centre
• Hartlepool destination and tourism
marketing plan
• Eastern Crossing of the Tees
• Western Growth Corridor
• Local rail enhancements

Jobs growth in cultural and creative activities in
line with or better than the wider Tees Valley

Gross Value Added per job in line with or
better than the wider Tees Valley

Continued growth in overall visitor numbers
to Hartlepool, increasing penetration rate in
regional visitor market

Economic Growth Strategy 2019-21
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2.0

Refreshing our economic
strategy

2.1 Hartlepool in context
Hartlepool’s economy is shaped by its geography – in future, growth will be
driven by the resilience and creativity of its people and businesses. The Borough
is inextricably linked to the North Sea and the Tees Estuary; perfectly placed
between the globally-recognised productive heartland of Teesside, and established
economic centres in Wearside, Durham and Tyneside.

Complementing these is one of the North East’s largest indoor shopping centres;
interwoven amongst emerging centres of educational and cultural excellence –
Hartlepool College of Further Education, Hartlepool Sixth Form College , the Northern
School of Art and the National Museum of the Royal Navy as part of the town’s
spectacular Waterfront and Marina.

The Borough’s economic reach reflects the scale and significance of its prime
productive assets –operational port facilities, a nuclear power station, internationalscale decommissioning operations, and large-scale high-quality business locations.

Hartlepool is increasingly outward-facing, recognising its potential for global
trading and business links whilst continuing to be an integral part of the Tees Valley
economy.

2.1 Building on real progress
Hartlepool’s Economic Regeneration Strategy was developed in 2011 and
refreshed in 2014. Much has changed since then in terms of national and local
policy priorities, key capital investments and the continued transformation of the
town, as it responds to the challenge of structural economic transition. So, the
time is right to refresh Hartlepool’s economic strategy and to review its priorities,
ambitions and targets.
Reflecting on Hartlepool’s economic trajectory, and on the level and quality of
investment in the Borough since the start of the decade, it is clear that real and
substantial progress has been made.
More and more successful companies are doing business in Hartlepool, and
business numbers have risen faster than the Tees Valley and national averages
since 20111. In 2016 the business start-up rate was better than the national
average2. At the same time, the number of jobs in the Borough has also grown by a
significant number (775), although not quite as fast as elsewhere3.

Selected highlights of economic progress in Hartlepool
Business growth: The number of businesses grew by 35% between 2011 and 2016,
stronger growth than across England (30%)
Business start-up rate: In 2016 Hartlepool created more new businesses as a
proportion of the existing stock than the national average
Productivity: Gross Value Added of the Hartlepool economy grew faster (+10%) than
the wider Tees Valley (+7%) between 2011 and 2016
Economic engagement: Unemployment in the year to March 2018 was at its lowest
level since before the 2008 recession

The scale of new investment in people and places in Hartlepool has been beyond
expectations in recent years; and it is set to continue – driven by the commitment
of public sector partners and reflected in the ambitious plans for Hartlepool
Waterfront and the Innovation & Skills Quarter (ISQ).

8
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Selected investment highlights in Hartlepool
•

Expansion of Northern School of Art into new £11m campus

•

£3.5m investment in the BIS – former GPO on Whitby Street

•

£3.7m external investment in high-quality public realm and connectivity
enhancements in Church Square and Church Street

•

£1.2m external investment for Stockton Street connectivity enhancements

•

£1.3m investment in public realm and visitor facilities improvements on
Seaton Carew seafront

•

£19m external investment in delivery of new employment opportunities

•

£6m investment in development of employment pathways for 		
unemployed young people

•

£18m investment commitment to commence construction of Hartlepool
Western Growth Corridor / Elwick Bypass highways project

•

£1.5m acquisition of Jackson’s Landing site to unlock potential for 		
regionally significant visitor economy facilities

•

£1.4m investment for The Waterfront public realm works

•

£20m investment commitment for The Waterfront development

•

£4m ISQ II Film and TV studios and Northern School of Art expansion

Refocusing our economic goals
Throughout the lifetime of the strategy since 2011, the Council has continued
in its push for economic growth and wellbeing across the Borough. The targets
established in 2011 reflected some important ambitions for Hartlepool – more
jobs and businesses, a higher-skilled workforce and improved economic
inclusion. But inevitably, there are wider economic dynamics which influence
productivity, jobs and business growth.
Looking at the overall employment rate – one of the key performance indicators
from 2011 – this has increased slightly since the last refresh (2014), but the
trajectory of positive change would still not be enough to meet the Council’s
original target of 70% by 2021. Yet, the national and regional employment rates
continually fluctuate. So, what must be more important for Hartlepool is closing
the economic value gap with the wider world rather than achieving unrealistic
absolute targets.

10
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Selected performance indicators from 2014 Economic
Regeneration Strategy Refresh
Performance Indicator
BUSINESS

Business stock (Business Units in

Baseline

Current

2021 target

2,190

2,880

2,500

35

44

42

Hartlepool)
New business registration rate
(per 10,000 pop)
EMPLOYMENT			
Number of jobs ‘created’ (annual)

262

-500

350

62.1%

63.6%

70%

Unemployment rate

6.6%

10.2%

2.5%

Self-employment rate

7.5%

9.3%

10%

Overall employment rate

Employment rate (16-24)

45%

46%

53.5%

% of 16-18 NEET

7.7%

4.8%

5%

Building on the principles of the previous performance indicators, this refreshed
strategy promotes a set of focused and achievable measures for the evolution of
Hartlepool’s economy over the next three years (see Section 5).
The headline outcomes to be achieved as a result of the strategy are to:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Become a magnet town for visitors, creative learners, innovative
businesses and investment partners;
Widen Hartlepool’s economic footprint;
Narrow jobs and skills value gaps;
Maintain Local Plan growth trajectories; and
Maximise Hartlepool’s contribution to the Tees Valley economy.

Aligning our growth ambitions

The role of Hartlepool Borough Council

In 2011 when the Economic Regeneration Strategy was developed, the
governance and direction of local economic development in England was
provided by Local Strategic Partnerships – with ambitious collaborative
strategies for each local authority ranging across all areas of social and
economic life.

The Council is an enabler of the local economy. It works to support
business in the Borough; it seeks to attract private sector investment into
Hartlepool; and it maintains vitally important relationships with Government and
Tees Valley Combined Authority to promote the town’s interests and assets.

The prime focus of national and sub-national policy is now explicitly on
economic growth and productivity – to be delivered through the devolution
of power and funding from government departments to LEPs and Combined
Authorities. Hartlepool is a constituent member of the Tees Valley Combined
Authority – the partnership of five local authorities with devolved Government
funding and responsibility for co-ordinating transport, infrastructure, skills,
business investment, housing and culture and tourism.
Health and wellbeing, community safety, area-based regeneration and social
inclusion remain issues which are as important today as they were when
the strategy was first written. But a clearly defined framework for economic
growth has been established through the Tees Valley Strategic Economic Plan
and through the Government’s national economic policy – The Industrial
Strategy. This is principally focused on enabling business and people work
more effectively and productively to drive growth. Hartlepool’s economic strategy
needs to effectively align to these wider plans and programmes.
What is more, local economies must increasingly look outwards for opportunities
to capture and enhance social and economic value – on a regional, national and
international scale; whilst continuing to ensure all residents have the opportunity
and skills to play a worthwhile part in economic life.
This refreshed strategy for Hartlepool’s economy in 2021 sets out to
clearly identify and articulate its role in the Tees Valley, UK and global
economies.

The role of the Council is to encourage new economic activity, investment and
networks; and to provide the support, leadership and commitment to the town
which inspires and enables people and business to work better, more creatively
and more productively.
In this role, the Council is committed to delivering sustainable, diverse and
inclusive economic growth and renewal. The 2017 Council Plan places the
economy at the heart of what it wants to achieve, alongside its corporate and
social ambitions:

Hartlepool Borough Council Strategic Priorities
(Council Plan, 2017)
•

Growing our economy, jobs and skills

•

Regenerating our town

•

Developing and promoting Hartlepool

•

Developing new services for people and communities

•

Building better beginnings and better futures for our children and
young people

•

Providing effective leadership based upon innovation and efficiency

•

£4m ISQ II Film and TV studios and Northern School of Art expansion

Economic Growth Strategy 2019-21
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This economic strategy refresh outlines the Council’s economic enabling role
for the next three years; and the potential of the Council to directly influence the
outcome of some of its Council Plan key measures, such as:
-

Overall employment – as a measure of the efficiency of the local economy
in engaging local residents;

-

New businesses – to reflect local levels of entrepreneurship;

-

Employment rates – amongst 16-24 year olds, to ensure the local
economy meets the employment needs of young people; and

-

The number of visitors – to measure our success in building the Borough’s
tourism offer and destination appeal.

This strategy sets out how these priorities, and others, will be supported through
strategic actions to drive economic growth and productivity.

Spatial planning for productive growth
Work, business and investment do not take place on a blank canvas. They play
out in a complex spatial network of infrastructure, assets, land and property.
Hartlepool’s Local Plan (2018) has been developed and adopted to guide and
enable development and investment across the Borough over the next decade
and beyond.
The Council is actively planning for growth: over 6,000 new homes and
business space for over 4,000 new workers across Hartlepool. The guiding
principles of this growth are a controlled westward extension of the town,
supported by infrastructure investment, and the continued enhancement and
expansion of the Borough’s existing business locations.
The Local Plan itself is inherently economic. The aims and actions of this
economic strategy are mutually supportive of Local Plan ambitions for a
strong, diverse and thriving economy – an economy built on diversity,
entrepreneurship, education and training, investment in key areas like the
Waterfront and ISQ area, and stronger transport links with the Tees Valley, wider
North East region, and economies beyond .

12
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3.0

Hartlepool’s economy:
creative, dynamic, distinctive
This refreshed Economic Strategy responds to
recognised opportunities and challenges for Hartlepool.
The previous strategy has laid the foundations for
driving economic growth following the consequences
of the global economic crisis. Hartlepool suffered
disproportionately through the economic downturn given
its heavy reliance on public sector employment and the
refocusing of private investment.
The refreshed strategy promotes a more dynamic,
creative and distinctive approach to economic
growth – one that captures the resilience and
creativity of local businesses, supports more and
better jobs for local people and maximises the
potential of the Borough’s unique portfolio of local
economic assets. The Strategy positions Hartlepool as
a major contributor to the productive growth ambitions
of the Tees Valley Combined Authority, utilising the
town’s unique blend of assets and talented people to
complement the wider investment and growth plans
promoted through the Tees Valley Strategic Economic
Plan and Local Industrial Strategy.

3.1 Hartlepool in the Tees Valley economy
Hartlepool’s gravity in the Tees Valley economy is established and defined by the strength of its economic asset base. In this regard,
there is no doubt the Borough is a major player. The summary below provides highlights of the Borough’s key economic assets.

Hartlepool’s key economic assets (1)
Skills
The Northern School of Art: One of the top-performing UK institutions for

graduate employability. Opened a new £11m Hartlepool Campus in 2017 in the
town’s Innovation and Skills Quarter

Innovation and entrepreneurship

Hartlepool Innovation Centre, Queens Meadow Business Park:

The Innovation Centre targets start-up businesses, focusing on advanced
manufacturing and engineering, with opportunities for growing businesses

Hartlepool College of Further Education: A leading regional college for

across a range of sectors.

based apprenticeships. Opened its £52m building in Hartlepool Town Centre in

Enterprise Court, Queens Meadow Business Park: £3m managed grow-

technical and professional education; and an ‘outstanding’ provider of work2011.

on workspace adjacent to the Innovation Centre, developed by HCA in 2015.
Offers 21 hybrid office-industrial units with occupiers including companies

Hartlepool Sixth Form College: The only dedicated Sixth Form College in

originally accommodated in the Innovation Centre.

technical and academic pathways.

Hartlepool Enterprise Centre: 50 office and workshop units available on

Hartlepool providing fulltime education for 16‐19 year olds across professional,
flexible terms with direct access to comprehensive business support services.
The BIS: Due to open in March 2019, a £3.5m managed workspace for

start-ups and new growth creative businesses. To be managed by Hartlepool
Council with strategic support from the Northern School of Art.

14
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3.2 The new economy of Hartlepool

Hartlepool’s key economic assets (2)
Specialist infrastructure

Quality business locations

Hartlepool Nuclear Power Station: One of 8 currently active nuclear power

The Borough has numerous high-quality business locations, with the following

reactors in the UK. Operation will continue throughout the period of this

identified in the Local Plan as strategic growth locations alongside the ports

strategy; the Council is already planning for proposed decommissioning and a

and power station:

potential new small modular reactor plant.
Hartlepool Port: Fully operational deep-water sea port handling 500,000

Queen’s Meadow: Developed over the last 15 years as one of the key
business locations in the Tees Valley – providing a range of business

tonnes a year. The Port has 5 general cargo berths, a roll-on roll-off berth and

accommodation of different sizes and types in the same location. Almost 45

specialist heavy lifting docks. Half a million square feet of warehousing is also

hectares of developable land is available.

connected to rail freight networks.
ABLE Seaton Port: 51 hectare site of operational deep-water port in

Wynyard Business Park: Identified and developed as a prestige business
park and a key location for the Tees Valley economy – located in both

the mouth of the Tees. Able has invested over £120m since acquisition in

Hartlepool and Stockton Boroughs. A further 33 hectares of land available at

1996; providing reinforced quayside facilities and establishing oil and gas

site which has already attracted successful investment

decommissioning operations and as an installation for offshore wind.

Building on the strength of this asset base, Hartlepool’s role in the Tees Valley
economy is shaped in a framework of connections to the area’s other economic
centres, and beyond. Strategic connections are vital in establishing and
maintaining as wide an ‘economic footprint’ as possible; and in building on the
collaborative strength of the Tees Valley Combined Authority.
As the later analysis in section 4.3 outlines, Hartlepool actually has a relatively
self-contained economy, with the highest proportion of jobs filled by local
residents of all 5 Tees Valley authorities6. The North Sea is a fantastic visitor and
marine economy asset; but, it also constrains Hartlepool’s workforce and market
catchment to 180 degrees. Hartlepool’s position in the Tees Valley economy
should therefore continue to be enhanced through the strengthening of
physical, labour market and business connections.

16
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The consolidation of the town’s outward-looking positive approach to wider
economic networks and markets over the next three years should see
Hartlepool increasingly punching its weight in the Tees Valley economy –
addressing current underperformance in the number of jobs and businesses per
head. The Borough makes up 14% of the Combined Authority population – with
opportunity to boost the numbers of jobs and businesses to get to this level, and
beyond (13% of Tees Valley businesses and 11% of jobs are in Hartlepool7).

The new economy of Hartlepool - focusing on
creativity and productivity
Hartlepool’s new economy will continue to build on its existing specialisms and
capture new opportunities to be more innovative and productive, increasing
economic volume and value. Generating more economic value from each job and
every business is equally important as supporting job creation and business start
up.
Improving productivity is identified as the main route to the UK’s future economic
wellbeing. The national economic policy – The Industrial Strategy – is founded
on the ambition to close the productivity gap, both between the UK and its
competitors and between the most and least well-performing local economies in
the country8. Although progress is being made, the Government has identified the
wider North East, which includes the Tees Valley, as the second-least productive
of the country’s twelve regions and nations9.
Local partners themselves identify the Tees Valley Productivity Challenge,
where there is a concentration of activity in some high-value sectors (chemicals
and advanced manufacturing), but output per worker is generally below the
national average across most sectors. . The issue is embedded as a core theme
in the Tees Valley Strategic Economic Plan (2016), which states:
‘Productivity is key to higher wages and better household
incomes… Higher productivity is also central to re-investment and
the sustainability of employment.’ 10
Opportunities for higher-value economic activity have been identified across
all sectors and types of work and business. Technological, environmental
and demographic changes will define the future economy. Government
is looking to innovation and production in applied informatics, clean industry,
mobility and the ageing society to inspire activity in the UK’s more productive
economy11 and the Local Industrial Strategy outlines the Tees Valley’s response.
To meet the Tees Valley Productivity Challenge, Tees Valley Combined Authority
(TVCA) has identified eight priority sectors based on existing specialisms and
the potential for future productive growth; and it is developing a series of sector
action plans to promote growth and investment.

Tees Valley priority sectors (Strategic Economic Plan, 2016)
Advanced Manufacturing

Digital and creative

Process, chemicals and energy

Culture & leisure

Logistics

Business & professional services

Health and biologics

Circular economy (overarching enabling theme)

In response, Hartlepool will direct its efforts and resources to the parts of the
economy where it can add most value to the Tees Valley as a whole – recognising
the value of cross-border economic collaboration and agglomeration economies.
Advanced manufacturing is one of the most productive sectors in the Tees
Valley with an average GVA per job of £90,00012. Here, Hartlepool’s role is critical
– it has a greater concentration of advanced manufacturing employment than
across the Tees Valley or England13. Over half of Tees Valley jobs in electrical
manufacturing and engineering are in Hartlepool14, with companies such as
Merlin Flex and Stadium Group.
Of the TVCA priority sectors, the Borough also has a particular strength in
process, chemicals and energy – driven by Hartlepool Nuclear Power Station,
but also specialist processing and circular economy activities such as water
and waste management15.
In health and biologics, heath care provides a significant number of jobs in
Hartlepool (c. 2,500 in 2017), following established national trends and will remain
a substantive part of the economy. Pharmaceuticals is a small but important
sector in the Borough, with 80% of Tees Valley jobs in Hartlepool16.
There is room for growth in the creative and cultural sector, which is currently
a relatively modest employer, but one with significant potential to grow and
increase economic value on the back of assets such as the Northern School of
Art and the BIS. Digital activities are amongst the fastest growing parts of the
national economy – and whilst an important employer in Hartlepool (400 jobs) it
is not yet an existing specialism relative to the rest of the Tees Valley.

Economic Growth Strategy 2019-21
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The new economy of Hartlepool - opportunities for
value-driven growth
Manufacturing still plays a big part in its economy: 22% of all employment
compared to 17% across the Tees Valley and 15% across England17. In part this
is an indicator of the Borough’s structural economic legacy (see next section)
– it has not been as easy to diversify into a service-based economy as it has in
other places. But, this strength in production activity also brings a competitive
advantage – with potential to harness future productivity gains from crossover
applications of data, informatics and artificial intelligence to production – so called
Industry 4.0 – to achieve ‘smart productivity’.
Improving productivity does not mean making people work harder.
It means helping them to work smarter – producing more value for
each hour of their time and thereby increasing their earning power.
This is how economies grow and how living standards improve
(‘Building our Industrial Strategy: green paper’. HM Government,
2017)
There is also a clear shared ambition to foster creative entrepreneurship
across Hartlepool. The Northern School of Art is a major attractor of creative
talent from across the North East and beyond – with great potential to radiate
commercial creativity across the town.
The Council has seen that more can be done to retain the economic value of
creative and enterprising people and ideas in the town: investing in the BIS,
a new creative workspace which will help nurture a community of creative
businesses, including those established by Northern School of Art graduates.
The wider attraction of Hartlepool to creative and cultural businesses will be
boosted with ongoing place improvements.
As in many transitional local economies, there is also room for higher-value
knowledge-based services to play a much bigger role in Hartlepool’s
economy. Growth here will provide the basic backdrop to the ongoing
development of the Borough’s specialist producing and processing sectors. The
signs are good. ICT and professional-technical services have been two of the
fastest-growing sectors in Hartlepool since the Economic Regeneration Strategy
was published in 2011. Critically, these are high-value-added industries and
offer potential for further GVA growth: the total GVA of ICT grew by a third in
Hartlepool 2011-16, way above the national figure of 18%18.

18
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As well as enabling economic transition, the Borough is positioning itself to alight
on new economic opportunities, for example building its platform of strength
in the circular economy, a Tees Valley and national priority area. Able Seaton
Port is a nationally important recycling facility; the leading UK location for offshore
oil and gas decommissioning – with a long term programme for Shell’s Brent
platforms. Able Seaton Port has also just completed the installation of the
foundation package for Orsted’s Hornsea One Wind Farm and has secured the
installation of the turbine package for Innogy’s Triton Knoll Offshore Wind farm
which is due to commence in September 2020.

The new economy of Hartlepool – widening our
economic footprint

Meanwhile, the proposed decommissioning of the nuclear power station
is a long-term, highly-technical process, which offers a range of high-value
opportunities to offset the reduction in operational employment; it is expected to
support almost 900 permanent and longer-term contract jobs19. Highly-skilled
technical experts will be based in Hartlepool for a generation or more; with the
chance for skills development in the local workforce.

Hartlepool’s attractiveness to visitors has continued to grow in recent
years. New and improved attractions such as Seaton Carew seafront, Heugh
Battery Museum, and the expanding National Museum of the Royal Navy –

What is more, Hartlepool is one of ten national locations considered by
Government as suitable for a new nuclear power station – with potential for
ground breaking small modular reactor technology to be applied. Whilst no
decision is expected on further nuclear power infrastructure for a number of
years, the Council will continue to promote Hartlepool’s interests in the high-value
energy field and support the Tees Valley’s ‘clean growth’ ambition.

3.3 Addressing Hartlepool’s legacy challenges:
jobs and skills gap

Given Hartlepool’s relative self containment, the Borough can continue to develop
the value of its economy by widening its footprint and connecting with new
people and markets. The ports are already an excellent window to world markets
via the North Sea, whilst the visitor economy brings new people and economic
activity from outside the Borough.

Hartlepool has a positive economic future, but it also has structural legacy
challenges. These are not new or unique to Hartlepool’s economy. Quite rightly,
due consideration is always given to the past landscape of trade and industry,
in understanding where the Borough stands today. The historic focus on core
production and trading industries underpins many economies across the North
of England, and other parts of the UK. The dominance of single employers and
industries left many places economically vulnerable – first to the shift towards the
dynamic service-led economy; and subsequently, to the ongoing consolidation
of public sector employment. In many places, including Hartlepool, this has
left some persistent economic challenges, particularly amongst more marginal
communities – intergenerational worklessness, poor educational attainment and
low labour-market and social mobility, for example.

alongside the success of events such as the Hartlepool Waterfront festival – saw
total annual visitor numbers grow by over 200,000 between 2014 and 2016 .
Education institutions are also critical attractors of enterprising young
people into the town and offer the opportunity to showcase Hartlepool as a
place to work and invest. For example, the Northern School of Art has reported
that around 70% of its students are from outside the Tees Valley area; whilst
Hartlepool College of Further Education attracts around 40% of its apprentices
from beyond the Combined Authority boundary. All of the town’s colleges
are expecting to grow in the coming years, giving a great chance to widen
Hartlepool’s draw, increase retention levels and deepen its creative and cultural
offer within the ISQ.

The individual effects of these challenges continue to be vital and live issues
for the Council. In the context of economic growth and productivity, what is
important is to have as active and well-skilled a labour force as possible and
to provide opportunity for all to engage positively with the Borough’s economy.
These issues must continue to be addressed to provide the bed-rock for
Hartlepool’s new economy.
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The jobs value gap

Skills deficits

Despite positive progress, there are still not enough businesses or jobs
in Hartlepool’s economy. Business density is a measure of the general
robustness of an economy’s business base. Hartlepool is comparable with the
wider Tees Valley (258 businesses per 10,000 pop.) but needs to continue to
support business start-up and survival rates in order to close the gap with the
national average (417)21.

The jobs value gap and the ageing workforce in Hartlepool are synonymous with
the picture of skills and technical training in the workforce. Basic qualifications
continue to be critical to basic employability – and a range of initiatives have seen
progress made in delivery across Hartlepool in recent years. The proportion of the
workforce without any level of qualifications has fallen between 2011 and 2017 –
yet remains more than double the national average27 .

Similarly, the number of jobs available compared to residents shows the
relative strength of local employment. Hartlepool also requires significant
further development to reach Tees Valley and wider levels – a further 6,625
jobs to compare with the overall Combined Authority area22. The focus
must be on facilitating private investment to create more higher-value
jobs – Hartlepool is still over-reliant on public sector employment23 leaving it
economically vulnerable to ongoing reductions in public spending.

Hartlepool also continues to develop people with the higher-end skills (NVQ4+)
required to sustain the growth of the productive economy – but the proportion is
still below average.

Given the structural legacy of production industry, Hartlepool still has a ‘jobs
value gap’ - a predominance of lower-value jobs, with a greater proportion of
jobs and residents in basic service, unskilled and elementary occupations than
seen across the Tees Valley. A continued imbalance prevails at the top end
too: with a deficit of managerial, professional and technical roles compared to
elsewhere24. This is reflected in the fact that only 11% of jobs in the Borough
are in professional services and ICT; compared to 20% across the Combined
Authority, and 28% nationally.

Hartlepool Council is also the lead authority in the Tees Valley on Education,
Employment and Skills demonstrating the Councils commitment to addressing
the issues of skill shortages and gaps.

The Councils Learning & Skills Service are a major deliverer and enabler of
education, employment and skills programmes and a leading provider of Adult
Education services within the locality.

An ageing workforce
In line with trends across the country, the population of Hartlepool is getting
older: between 2011 and 2017 the average age increased by 3 years from 38
to 4025. An ageing population and workforce brings a range of well-understood
economic challenges, not least the increasing need for replenishment of workers
and skills. In Hartlepool, some of this will be achieved through the provision of
the most relevant up-to-date training for its young people. But this is not likely to
be enough: the proportion of younger people (under 35) is already slightly below
average; the proportion of older people (65+) is higher26.
The Council acknowledges the need to attract and retain more young people
which means enhancing the cultural, lifestyle and employment offer for people
graduating from the town’s colleges, and diversifying the housing offer.
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4.0

A business-focussed
strategy

4.0 A business-focused strategy
Hartlepool Borough Council is a key enabler of the local economy – but ultimately
it is the activity and investment of businesses which will define the Borough’s
economy over the next three years, and beyond. Attracting new businesses and
meeting the needs and expectations of growing, successful businesses must
lie at the heart of our economic strategy. The Council is clear that this refreshed
strategy is aligned to the requirements of the Borough’s businesses and future
investors, to help address the jobs value gap and boost the volume of economic
activity. Understanding what matters to businesses and how these factors can be
improved and delivered is critical.
Hartlepool is already home to major businesses – many of whom have been
attracted to invest on the basis of the town’s strategic location and economic
assets:
•

JDR Cables – Hi-tech engineering of subsea power and communications
cables; opened a £30m deepwater quayside facility at Hartlepool Port in
2009

•

Exwold Technology – Head office of UK contract chemical processing
company, employing around 120 in Hartlepool

•

Utility Alliance – UK-wide energy consultancy based in Hartlepool, employing
around 200 people in the Borough

•

PD Ports and Able UK – two of the largest ports operators in the UK own
Hartlepool and Seaton Ports

•

EDF – operator of Hartlepool Nuclear Power station and Teesside Offshore
Wind Farm with O&M base at Hartlepool Port

Alongside these major employers there is an established local supply chain and
landscape of small and medium sized enterprises (SMEs) which are the ‘engine
room’ of the economy. It is this diversity and breadth of our business community
that must be nourished and promoted through this strategy.
The following ‘baselines for Hartlepool’ tell the story of the Borough
today through the six prime factors most important to business – and where
Hartlepool’s economy currently stands.

4.1 Place identity
Why is place important?
Quality of place is vital to Hartlepool’s reputation as a business location. This
is reflected in the quality of its assets and perception of its economic and
investment potential. The image of the town continues to improve through the
extensive investment in the central area – town centre, ISQ and Waterfront –
the success of its key industrial areas, and its growing reputation as a visitor
destination.

support SME activity and sustain numbers of key workers, particularly those with
higher-level skills. Improving the appeal of Hartlepool to creative and productive
younger people is a key objective for this refreshed economic strategy.
The image value of Hartlepool as a place is important currency in its relations with
people and markets further afield. A better quality, more successful Hartlepool
helps to widen the town’s reach, build its reputation and strengthen economic
networks.

The Tees Valley Combined Authority recognises the value of place as a
foundation of productivity, with improved place as one of its six priorities in the
Strategic Economic Plan (2016). Enhanced place reputation helps to attract and
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Defining Hartlepool’s place identity
Place identity reflects the interaction of assets, images, messages, networks and
activities in Hartlepool. The level of quality and choice available for businesses
and residents across the spectrum of economic and social life is a key factor.
Hartlepool is defined by its relationship with the sea, its maritime heritage and
history as a producing and trading town.
But increasingly businesses also recognise and value Hartlepool as a place at
the heart of a modern marine and productive economy. Location, assets
and accessibility are the key factors which influenced JDR Cables’ decision
to locate at Hartlepool Port, and its subsequent £10m investment in further
expansion. Access both to the sea and to local services in Hartlepool town
centre were fundamental to these locational and investment decisions28.
Hartlepool’s network of leisure and cultural attractions and the quality of
its town centre area provides the draw for visitors and help to sell the Borough
as a place with the lifestyle to match ambitious business investments. The
Council has invested heavily in improving the urban environment in the Innovation
and Skills Quarter. High-quality visitor destinations and assets such as the Town
Hall Theatre, Middleton Grange Shopping Centre, HMS Trincomalee at the
National Museum of the Royal Navy, Seaton Carew seafront, Hartlepool Marina

and Summerhill Country Park – as well as nearby access to Teesmouth National
Nature Reserve, RSPB Saltholme and the Durham Heritage Coast – all add to
the rich picture of soft economic assets and act as magnets for visitors and
investors.
Hartlepool’s image as a modern economy shows in the array of highquality workplaces across the Borough – a vital consideration for investing and
expanding businesses (see Workspace for growth section) – and also in the
range and quality of housing available for new and existing workers. Connected,
quality places to live are needed to help attract and maintain a productive and
creative workforce and will drive expenditure in Hartlepool town centre as an
important sub-regional centre. This is imperative in the Local Plan, which aims to
facilitate the development of over 6,000 new homes by 2031. Positive planning
guidance is being developed to ensure the quality and range of new homes is
suitable for the modern workforce29. The Local Plan also makes provision for
further student accommodation to be provided in and around the Innovation and
Skills Quarter3 0 to support the growth of our educational institutions.
The Council also recognises the importance of culture and the evening leisure
offer in this network – an important issue for the wider community and for the
ambition of attracting and retaining creative and productive younger people.

4.2 Workforce demography and skills
Why is the workforce important?
Businesses consistently report that finding people with the right skills and level
of application is one of the key factors of success. The workforce in any local
economy is the foundation of economic growth and enhanced productivity –
getting more economic value from people’s input.
All employers require people with the aptitude and attitude for work – the basic
employability skills of communication, literacy, numeracy and computing.
These are the key skills which allow people to positively engage in the local
economy. Digital skills are increasingly fundamental in the modern workplace –
not only office-based computing – but in the application of data management,
informatics, programming and artificial intelligence, across all sectors.
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Beyond this, businesses – especially those in knowledge-based services –
need people with specialist skills and knowledge for their industry, often
at a graduate level, in order to perform creative and analytical tasks which add
most value to the local economy.
The profile of a local workforce is therefore a vital factor in attracting private
investment to create more and better jobs. Catchment and demographic
profile will determine how easy or otherwise it is to recruit and replenish staff.
Businesses will also be attracted by places where the local skills providers
understand and respond proactively to what the local economy needs.

Hartlepool’s workforce, skills and specialisms
Hartlepool’s workforce is increasingly productive – the value of the
Borough’s economy has grown significantly since the Economic Strategy
was published in the wake of the 2010 recession. Gross value added of the
Hartlepool economy grew faster than the wider Tees Valley between 2011 and
2016; whilst the productive capacity of each worker increased by 10%, more
than the national average31. In 2011 GVA per job in Hartlepool was £1,500 less
than the Combined Authority average; it is now higher. The productivity gap with
national trends has also narrowed.
Levels of engagement in the labour market also continue to improve.
Unemployment in March 2018 was at its lowest level in more than a decade
(8.7%)32 – improving confidence in the workforce of Hartlepool, which had been
particularly hard hit by post-recession economic kick-back.
Economic progress and recovery of confidence are clear. But the overall
shape of the workforce continues to reflect some persistent structural legacy
challenges, which can hamper the Borough’s attractiveness to new business
and be a barrier to home-grown productive growth. Issues, already identified in
the earlier section, include a deficit of business investment in creating the volume
of new employment required, and the need to retrain an ageing workforce and
replenish with younger people with the skills for productive and creative business.
Whilst improving, the rate of worklessness remains at more than double the
national average33.
Businesses want to invest in dynamic places, so Hartlepool continues to focus
its efforts on improving overall skills, employability and engagement – particularly
amongst young people. The Councils Learning and Skills service is delivering the
priority actions of its 2016-2026 Adult Education Strategy and delivering the YEI
Pathways programme with local employers and young people. It also remains
actively engaged with the ambitions of the Tees Valley Skills Strategy Inspiring
Our Future (2018) which provides the blueprint for ‘Pathways to Work’, Careers,
Business Engagement and ‘Skills Routeways’ programmes across the Tees
Valley.
As productivity improves, the Borough can demonstrate its commitment to
closing the skills value gap by continuing to improve schools-level educational
attainment and progress, currently well below average34, for example through
active engagement in the Tees Valley School Improvement Board. CBI research
into the regional productivity gap identifies educational attainment at 16 and
workforce skills as the most influential factor in the differences between the
performances of place economies in the UK. The particular focus is on schools:

Ensuring strong school performance and children getting the best
results at GCSE (or equivalent) is the single most important driver
of productivity differences across the UK.
CBI (2017). Unlocking regional growth understanding the drivers of productivity
across the UK’s regions and nations

The positives are that skills assets, institutions and programmes are in place
across Hartlepool: with, Hartlepool College of Further Education, Hartlepool
Sixth Form College and the Northern School of Art each aligning curricula and
provision with particular future economic needs.
Hartlepool College of Further Education is business focused and builds its
reputation on the quality of its apprenticeships. It is prioritising training in areas
which are vital to the future economy in Hartlepool and beyond: health, energy,
digital and construction. Advanced manufacturing and engineering are the
most prominent. Over 25% of all engineering apprentices in the North East are
trained through Hartlepool College, including those focused on offshore energy
engineering. It has received TVCA funding to develop facilities and expertise in
the maintenance of electric vehicles. Most of its graduates stay in the North East
– more can be done to keep these people in Hartlepool to offer their productive
skills to the town’s businesses.
Hartlepool Sixth Form College have invested in a Digital Academy to help
support the Tees Valley Combined Authority Skills Strategy and Strategic
Economic Plan. It is one of only a few colleges in the country to offer NextGen
Level 3 qualifications and work with some of the industry’s top employers,
including Sony and Microsoft. The college links with Teesside University to further
enhance progression pathways into higher education.
The Northern School of Art is one of the UK’s best performing institutions
for graduate employability in art and design. It is also a nationally-recognised
brand and institution – and an important vehicle to widen Hartlepool’s economic
footprint, with ambitions to grow and secure its own degree awarding powers
as an HE institution. It also nurtures and supports spin-out businesses – around
35% of graduates go on to start businesses or to self-employment36.
The performance and influence of the Borough’s colleges feeds into the
overall place quality and prospects of graduate retention, so they need to
be supported to grow and extend their offers.
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4.3 Strategic and local connections
Why is connectivity important?
Connectivity is a prime consideration in locational investment decisions by
business. Businesses value productivity – and a productive town or city is one
which works efficiently; one where people, products and information move freely.
Transport infrastructure links businesses to labour and markets; and links residents
to employment opportunities. Better, faster and more resilient transport networks
extend a local economy’s reach and therefore its economic footprint, position
and gravity in the wider world. Good-quality public transport, walking and cycling
options are equally important.
The River Tees and the North Sea are greatly valued by the Borough’s businesses
for the ability to move goods to and from international markets. However, they also
restrict Hartlepool’s land connections to 180 degrees, especially for the movement
of people. As such, travel needs to be made as easy and efficient as possible.

Hartlepool’s connectivity
Hartlepool’s deep-water seaports give its businesses a significant competitive
advantage from direct access to marine transport and world markets. The ports
are also valuable businesses in their own right. National government recognises the
value of ports as ‘vital enablers of the UK economy and trade’ – becoming
ever more important with major growth in traffic and a national shortage of port
capacity forecast37.
Both PD Ports and Able UK have invested heavily in Hartlepool and Seaton Ports
– with significant room for growth to serve offshore energy, decommissioning and
other markets. Hartlepool Port was the development and construction base for
EDF’s Teesside Wind Farm and subsequently invested in the establishment of the
operation, maintenance and training centre on the site. Space is a critical factor
for offshore engineering businesses – such as JDR Cables – and the site has
capacity for space-hungry activities such as assembly of offshore wind turbines,
pipe construction and cable spooling. The Tees Valley Strategic Infrastructure
Plan (2014) identifies the widening and deepening of access to Hartlepool Port as
a sub-regional transport investment priority38.
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Able Seaton Port is the UK’s leading facility for oil and gas decommissioning
and is also established as an installation port for offshore wind farms. Able is
also exploring the possibility of constructing a dry dock, which would add to
Hartlepool’s reputation an international centre for marine construction.
Hartlepool’s function in the Tees Valley economy is governed both by geography
and connectivity – with strong links to the north and west, as well as to the
Teesside conurbation to the south. According to the 2011 Census, more people
commuted to work each day from Hartlepool to County Durham than to any
of the individual Tees Valley local authorities. The River Tees is a marine
transport asset – but, it presents a considerable barrier to Hartlepool’s
north-south road connections. The straight line distance form Hartlepool to
both Middlesbrough and Redcar is around 8 miles, yet the road distance is 15
miles to Middlesbrough and 24 miles to Redcar39. The Council and South Tees
Development Corporation both recognise the restricting effect this has on potential
investment and growth – a potential Eastern Crossing could bring significant
economic benefits both north and south of the Tees40.
Hartlepool has the most self-contained labour market of all five Tees Valley
local authorities, with a greater proportion of jobs taken by local residents. In
Middlesbrough 54% of jobs are taken by people commuting in from outside the
local authority – the figure for Hartlepool is 29%. Economic self-sufficiency can be
regarded as a positive for local economies; but, it is increasingly difficult to sustain
in today’s dynamic economy. For business, it is important for Hartlepool to move
towards being a magnet town – particularly given that higher-skilled productive
people are more likely to travel further for work.
The town will be better connected in the future as a result of a new £18m link road
to an enhanced grade-separated junction on the A19 at Elwick North – providing
a third point of entry and exit for Hartlepool. Investment is being provided by the
Council, TVCA and Homes England.
Hartlepool has five direct trains to London each day and faster rail connections to
Sunderland and Newcastle than most of the rest of the Tees Valley41. However, as
identified in Tees Valley transport strategies, improvements may also be needed in the
rail connections between Hartlepool and the rest of the Tees Valley42. Based on the
times of the most frequent weekday services – Hartlepool has the longest average train
travel time to the other Tees Valley economic centres. For comparison, in 2017, 70% of
the national population commuted 30 minutes or less to work.

Average train time of most frequent services between
Tees Valley economic centres43
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MBRO
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DTON

AVG

30

55

70

44

Stockton/Thornaby

20		 10
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20
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Middlesbrough

30

10		 15

30

21

Redcar C.

55

20

15		

40

33

Darlington

70

20

30

Hartlepool		 20

Digital connectivity is a further priority for the Borough and the Tees Valley
Combined Authority’s ambition for ‘first class’ class connections44. The
Digital Durham programme is providing Superfast Broadband coverage
across Hartlepool – the main gaps identified are for industrial estates
and business parks and rural areas . Hartlepool has now achieved the
Government’s target of over 95% superfast broadband coverage and
work will continue on other projects for full fibre networks and 5G rollout.

40		 40

4.4 A successful local business community
Why is the business profile important?
Growing businesses and inward investors are influenced by the shape and
dynamics of the existing business base. Local specialisms and high-value
clusters enhance prestige and marketing image value. Businesses also want to
understand the level and quality of local and regional supply chain opportunities
– both upstream for clients and sales, and downstream for buying essential
business services.
In new business areas, the existence of successful predecessor and peer
businesses can increase confidence in investment and encourage product and
service innovation. Companies want to understand what the chances of success
are in a local economy before committing to invest – and seeing other companies
do well is a key test.

Hartlepool’s business profile
More and more companies are doing business in Hartlepool and they are
relatively resilient46. Hartlepool’s most successful and visible businesses
reflect the town’s existing productive capacity in process, engineering

and advanced manufacturing. Hartlepool is known for marine and offshore
energy engineering, thanks to the presence and ongoing investment of national
and international businesses such as JDR Cables, Able UK and EDF (Teesside
Windfarm O&M). Other high-value engineering and processing activity includes
civil engineering (Seymour), electronics (Merlin Flex; Stadium Group), plastics
(Omega), steel (Liberty), medical diagnostics (Hart Biological) and processing
(Omya – minerals; Exwold Technologies – chemicals). Cameron’s Brewery is a
large, influential and growing legacy employer in the town.
The overall profile of business also reflects these productive strengths –
more firms operating in sectors such as manufacturing water & waste, and
construction than the national average47. Encouragingly, there are also a greater
proportion of businesses in professional, scientific & technical industries than
wider averages. The vast majority of businesses in Hartlepool are small and micro
businesses – which reflects broader trends across the economy – with far fewer
large employers than ever in the past, making the economy more diverse48.
Investors and growing businesses also look to places with the range of support
services needed. This business-to-business offer requires further development
in Hartlepool – with ICT, financial services, admin & support services and real
estate all underrepresented49.
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4.5 Space for growth
Why is business accommodation important?

Space for growth in Hartlepool

Quality workspaces are critical to business – each company has its own
requirements and these will change through the life of the business. A productive
town is one where businesses have space to grow – any local area looking to
stimulate productive business growth and attract inward investment must have an
appropriate and attractive range of business accommodation.

There is no shortage of employment land in Hartlepool – but very few businesses
across the wider economy are in a position to take the risk of developing their own
premises. Key strategic actions in Hartlepool are therefore about prioritisation of
business locations, facilitating private sector development and meeting gaps in
premises provision.

Businesses need to have the certainty that as they start-up and grow in a particular
location, there is a range of larger premises for them to move to which continue to
serve their business needs, without having to move away from the local area and
potentially losing skilled staff and valuable local employment. Similarly, businesses
looking to relocate or develop footloose investment opportunities will only consider
a location if there is a variety of competitively-priced accommodation, of a standard
which helps them service clients and attract and retain talented staff.

Queen’s Meadow and Wynyard Business Parks are identified as the priority
locations for high-volume, high-value productive business growth in Hartlepool
– and they are likely to be the most attractive locations for inward investment.
Queen’s Meadow is a good example of how several workspace categories can be
successfully developed in the same location to encourage agglomeration. These
are the Local Plan’s two strategic growth locations alongside the ports and power
station. Both ports have significant room for commercial growth and land has also
been safeguarded for a potential new nuclear power station. The Council is also
working towards the continual improvement of the Brenda Road Business Corridor
as a business investment location.

This requires a pathway of business growth workspace, covering everything
from rented desk space and affordable ‘easy-in, easy-out’ managed space to large
industrial space and land for building50.

Pathway of business growth workspace
Pathway category 1:
Pathway category 2:
Pathway category 3:
Pathway category 4:
Pathway category 5:
Pathway category 6:

Co-working space
Business incubator
Managed small business workspace
Managed grow-on workspace
Conventional commercial workspace lease
Design and build opportunities

What is more, new industries need new types of space, with increasingly specialist
and technical requirements.
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For private investors, the Tees Valley and the wider North East are perceived
as less-established markets, where achievable values and returns can be too
marginal and too risky to support speculative development – often as a result of
recognised market barriers – debt finance, end-use covenant, legacy perceptions
and empty property rates. Similarly, less profitable and more risky multi-occupancy
commercial property developments, such as those for small businesses, tend not
to attract private-sector investment, except in the very strongest markets.
Where there are gaps in provision, public sector investment through grants, loans,
financial risk-sharing mechanisms or direct delivery are often required to respond
to identified gaps and ensure that local economies such as Hartlepool can develop
the pathway of business growth workspace required to be competitive as
business and investment locations.

Why are business leadership and networks
important?
Business leadership and networks provide a valuable sense of connectedness,
direction and pride in a local economy. Leadership should extend well beyond the
function of the local authority; it relies on leading businesses to set the example
themselves.
Access to business support services can be critical to all businesses, especially
those in the early stages of their development without the resources, experience
or training to carry out the full range of tasks required to run a business. Business
support services include:

Commonly offered business support services
Business planning advice & support

Accountancy & financial management

Production assistance
(e.g. R&D, prototyping)
		

Financial advice & access to finance
(e.g. pitching to equity investors, banks
for loan finance)

Business mentoring & coaching

Entrepreneurship training

Introductions & investor networking

In-house technical & ICT support

Pitching & presentation training

HR & resource management support

Legal support

In-house admin support

Marketing support & advice

Peer networking events

Business leadership and networks in Hartlepool
Hartlepool Borough Council is an enabler of local business investment
and sets the tone for doing business in the Borough – but businesses themselves
are equally important in taking leadership and developing networks.
The Council’s business strategy is overseen by the Economic Regeneration
and Tourism Forum – a representative business and public sector network with
the aim to ‘develop a more enterprising, vigorous and diverse local economy’.
Privately-organised networks also take the lead in promoting the Borough’s
business and economic interests – for example, Hartlepool Business Forum,
which encourages networking, best practice, inter-trading and organises
the annual Hartlepool Business Awards. Others include the ISQ Business
Association, the Longhill and Sandgate Business Association and Women What
Do. Many businesses in Hartlepool also lead in their own business networking
activity – for example PD Ports is continually working alongside its supply chain
to innovate and understand their needs51.
Businesses looking for professional support and funding can take advantage
of programmes provided both by the Council and Tees Valley Combined
Authority. The Council provides a wide range of direct support for businesses
including grants and manages the business accommodation of both the BIS
and Enterprise Centre. The Tees Valley Combined Authority offers a range of
business grant funds to help businesses invest and grow; access to training
and networking are also available. Reported take up of services and funding in
Hartlepool is lower than the other Tees Valley authorities and efforts will be made
to increase levels of engagement with business support providers.

The Council has already taken a lead with the development of the BIS – a multioccupier managed small business workspace, specifically designed and focused
on new businesses in the creative sector. Grow-on accommodation such as
Enterprise Court at Queen’s Meadow (funded by HCA) has proved very attractive
to early stage businesses and additional provision should be strongly considered.
Work is also under way with TVCA to understand the business accommodation
requirements of the Tees Valley’s target sectors, and the Council will pay particular
attention to its findings.
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5.0

The three masts of
Hartlepool’s economy

5.1 From evidence to strategy
Evidence shows that Hartlepool is a Borough with opportunity for a
bright economic future: improving levels of engagement in the economy
and productivity in the workforce; the assets base and specialisms to be a key
player in the Tees Valley economy; and a Council with a track record of delivering
investment.
Three themes have emerged from the evidence review: the desire for Hartlepool
to be a modern creative economy, the push for productive growth, and the
need to be well connected in order to achieve this.
These themes form the three masts of Hartlepool’s economy – a framework
for the refreshed Economic Strategy, which reflects the distinctive maritime
associations of Hartlepool’s economy, both from the past and for the future.
Hartlepool’s economy benefits from a celebration of its maritime heritage, while
capitalising on a marine future driven by creative, enterprising and productive
business growth.

Mast 1

CREATIVE
HARTLEPOOL

Mast 2

PRODUCTIVE
HARTLEPOOL

Mast 3

CONNECTED
HARTLEPOOL

The three masts are supported by key messages from the review of Hartlepool’s
economy and baselines for business: room for growth to build on exceptional
creative assets; core strengths in process, engineering and production; and
widening the Borough’s economic footprint. Each one has its own points of
reference in the current and future shape of the economy, as shown in the
diagram overleaf.
Each mast is also supported by a vision statement, objectives and priorities, and
measures to monitor Hartlepool’s economic trajectory.
The headline outcomes to be achieved as a result of the strategy are to:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Become a magnet town for visitors, creative learners, innovative
businesses and investment partners;
Widen Hartlepool’s economic footprint;
Narrow jobs and skills value gaps;
Maintain Local Plan growth trajectories; and
Maximise Hartlepool’s contribution to the Tees Valley economy.

Priority programmes are summarised here, and outlined in more detail in
Section 6.
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From evidence to strategy: Key reference points of the three masts of Hartlepool’s Economy

Mast 1

CREATIVE HARTLEPOOL
Promoting an
innovative and
enterprising economy

Room for growth to build on creative assets:
• Innovation and Skills Quarter
• Northern School of Art
• The BIS
Addressing the jobs value gap
More higher-value jobs
More business-to-business activity & grown on
supply chains
Magnet town: Attract and retain creative and
productive younger people

Mast 2

PRODUCTIVE HARTLEPOOL

Widening our economic
footprint

Meeting the Tees Valley
Productivity Challenge

Looking outwards with a
positive approach to
economic networks

Hartlepool’s new economy

Continued demand for port capacity

Modern marine economy

Access to global markets

High quality productive assets

Maritime heritage

Facilitate private investment in more jobs and
business

Continued development of network of highquality leisure & cultural attractions

•
•
•
•

180 degree catchment

Process
Engineering
Advanced manufacturing
Circular economy

Retain value of creative people and ideas in
Hartlepool

More higher-value knowledge based services
More business-to-business activity & grown on
supply chains

Quality of place

Planning for growth
Pathway of business growth accommodation
Economic legacy challenges
Skills and jobs value gap
Engaging young people in the economy
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CONNECTED HARTLEPOOL

Addressing the UK
productivity gap

Ports growth
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Mast 3

Self-contained role in Tees Valley economy
Ease and efficiency of travel
Improving road connections
Need better local rail connection
Networks to support start up and survival
Improve engagement with Tees Valley business
support organisations and networks.

Mast 1 : CREATIVE HARTLEPOOL
A vision statement

Objectives and priorities

Economic trajectory measure

Creative Hartlepool seeks to build on the growing profile
and reputation of the town as a distinctive and dynamic
economic centre and to support creative people and
enterprise to choose to locate and grow in the local
economy.

The objectives of Creative Hartlepool over the next three
years are to:

Innovation in the Hartlepool economy goes beyond the
creative sector, but the core measure of the success of
the Council’s interventions in the next three years will be in
generating more higher-value employment in creative and
cultural activities.

This requires a clear focus on the economic assets of
the town that can influence both the external image as
a creative and cultural destination, as well as attracting
younger people to build their skills and lives in Hartlepool.
This will help to retain the value of creative and enterprising
people and ideas in Hartlepool.

Creative 2.
Develop the assets and skilled workforce to sustain a
creative and inclusive local economy.

Some ‘big moves’ have already been achieved over
recent years in delivering Creative Hartlepool, focused
on the colleges and Innovation and Skills Quarter. The
strategy seeks to accelerate and promote the town’s
growing reputation as an exciting and creative centre of
learning, enterprise and culture, prioritising investment
in infrastructure and a supportive environment in which
creative people and businesses can flourish.
Creative Hartlepool also seeks to promote new and
innovative ways of supporting and delivering economic
growth, including through new funding mechanisms, as
well promoting inclusive growth that meets the needs of the
whole of the Borough’s population.

Creative 1.
Build on Hartlepool’s reputation as a creative town which
supports innovative people, ideas and enterprise; and

The aim over the period to 2021 is for jobs growth in
cultural and creative activities to be in line with or
better than the wider Tees Valley (see section 6.2).

These objectives will be supported by priority
programmes and actions by the Council in the next
three years with a particular focus on consolidating
the economic role of the Innovation and Skills Quarter.
Current investment in the ISQ will see the BIS provide
managed workspace for creative start-ups and new
growth creative businesses. The next phase of ISQ will
enhance the position of the Northern School of Art as a
leading creative institution.
A partnership between the Council, Northern School of Art
and Tees Valley Combined Authority will take forward the
development of new film and TV studios for commercial
use and work experience, alongside provision of a new
creative space for education and stage production. The
technology-enabled workspace will provide access for
creative SMEs to specialist equipment.
Further investment in the ISQ will see the refurbishment of
a Grade II listed building to enhance the built heritage of
the Quarter – a commercial outlet providing employment
and training opportunities and improved visitor attraction.
The Council will continue to promote the vision for
Creative Hartlepool through its place making, and will
use its enabling role to coordinate plans for creative
enterprise, skills and graduate retention in the Borough,
including securing a £650,000 TVCA investment
contribution for the Centre for Excellence in Creative Arts.
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Mast 2 : PRODUCTIVE HARTLEPOOL
A vision statement

Objectives and priorities

Economic trajectory measure

A vision statement

Objectives and priorities

Economic trajectory measure

Productive Hartlepool seeks to consolidate and strengthen
the core foundations of Hartlepool’s new economy in
the areas where it has most potential to add value to the
Tees Valley’s priorities: process, engineering, advanced
manufacturing and the circular economy and emerging
‘clean growth’ concept. This should take place against
a basic backdrop of more higher-value services activity,
business-to-business provision and grown-on supply
chains.

The objectives of Productive Hartlepool over the next three
years are to:

Progress towards a more productive higher-value Hartlepool
will ultimately be reflected in the level of economic output
from each role in the economy.

Connected Hartlepool aims to widen the Borough’s economic
footprint with a positive outward-facing approach to economic
networks. It recognises that physical connectivity and
economic collaboration are equally important in supporting
productive economic growth. Through improvement to
the movement of people and goods, and the sharing of
information and economic priorities, Connected Hartlepool
acts as an enabler of the Creative and Productive
Hartlepool masts.

The objectives of Connected Hartlepool over the next three
years are to:

Connected Hartlepool encompasses a broad range of
ambitions which help to widen the Borough’s economic
footprint. This is best represented in the ability of the
Borough’s assets to attract people and capacity of its
infrastructure to connect the town to a wider catchment.
The aim over the period is to achieve continued growth
in overall visitor numbers to Hartlepool, increasing the
Borough’s penetration rate into the regional visitor market.

Efforts to improve skills, provide targeted business support
and provide a pathway of high-quality business growth
accommodation will enhance the productivity of local
business and the workforce: narrowing the productivity gap
between the Tees Valley and the wider economy.

Productive Hartlepool will be delivered over the next three
years across a range of Council priority programmes. The
first step in enhanced productivity has been to engage with
businesses across the Borough to understand their support,
investment and skills needs, and to promote business
support available at Hartlepool and Tees Valley level. It will
also co-ordinate a Borough-wide approach to the delivery
of basic and higher-level skills for a productive workforce;
and support new Skills Academies at Hartlepool College
of Further Education in advanced manufacturing, energy
lifecycle, construction and health & social care.

Priorities for external physical connectivity seek to broaden
Hartlepool’s catchment for workers and visitors, improving the
integration of the local economy with the Tees Valley and wider
North East. Cross-Tees connectivity is a key focus given the
emerging growth focus at South Tees. It also recognises the
importance of continued strategic connectivity to London by
rail in promoting Hartlepool’s national profile and appeal and
improved local connections to Tees Valley economic centres.

Connected 3.
Develop and strengthen local supply chains for key sectors

This requires a prioritised approach to local skills strategies,
with Centres of Excellence and academies for target
sectors, notably energy, including both generation and
decommissioning opportunities, advanced manufacturing,
creative and hospitality.
Productive Hartlepool also sees a consolidated and
enhanced role for the Borough’s high-quality productive
assets including the ports, the power station, key business
locations and the town centre.
The drive to reinforce and replenish the local skills base also
requires an appropriate housing offer, including live-work
units, to support retention and attraction of skilled people
in the Borough alongside an inclusive approach that seeks
to reduce barriers to employment particularly for younger
people.
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Productive 1.
Enhance the productivity of local businesses and the local
workforce
Productive 2.
Improve the productivity and local economic contribution of
key local assets

The Council will also continue to promote the consolidation,
enhancement and expansion of the Borough’s productive
economic assets. This includes a programme to enable
investment in high-quality business workspace, and
direct engagement with the operators of Hartlepool’s
ports and nuclear power station. The Local Plan provides
the framework for quality housing growth in the west of
Hartlepool, and the Council will enable and encourage
investment in new site and highways infrastructure to
kick-start housing growth. Direct Council investment will be
targeted in continuing to enhance the value of the town’s
central area in its productive economy.

The aim over the period to 2021 is to achieve Gross Value
Added per job in line with or better than the wider
Tees Valley (see section 5.2).

Connected Hartlepool promotes ongoing investment in port
facilities recognising the value of ports as ‘vital enablers of the
UK economy and trade’ and the importance of the Borough’s
ports to specialist growth sectors such as offshore energy and
decommissioning and access to world markets.
Hartlepool’s economic networks will be enhanced through the
continued development of a network of high-quality leisure &
cultural destinations and visitor accommodation. Connections
between town centre assets, including the shopping centre,
Colleges, ISQ and Waterfront are prioritised. This builds on the
public realm improvements already programmed and seeks to
promote greater integration between key assets with improved
pedestrian access.
Connected Hartlepool also recognises the importance of
encouraging local supply chains to support priority sectors.
Support for supply chain development complements
‘Productive Hartlepool’ by maximising local purchasing
opportunities.

Connected 1.
Improve external connectivity to strategic economic
opportunities
Connected 2.
Enhance and connect a network of assets to increase
Hartlepool’s draw as a destination

Connected Hartlepool will be realised over the next three years
through a series of Council programmes and interventions
in physical infrastructure, visitor and leisure attractors and
business networks. Investment will take place to establish
Hartlepool Waterfront as the prime destination in the town –
to include an initial programme of investment in high-quality
public realm; the design and development of a new visitor
attraction; a new events space; a watersports activity centre;
and investment in the development of a new hotel.
Continued investment will see improved pedestrian
connectivity between the multiple assets of Hartlepool’s town
centre, ISQ, Waterfront and the National Museum of the Royal
Navy.
Plans for improved physical connectivity will see construction
start on the Western Growth Corridor, and efforts to promote
the concept of an Eastern Crossing of the River Tees.
Efforts to develop enhanced economic networks will have a
primary focus in supply chain development initiatives for the
offshore energy and decommissioning industries.
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6.0

Priorities for Hartlepool’s
New Economy

6.1 Priority programmes
A series of priority programmes and actions has been identified under each mast, to help the Council deliver on the priorities for Hartlepool’s new economy.

CREATIVE HARTLEPOOL: Priority programmes 2019-21

OBJECTIVES

PROGRAMME

DESCRIPTION

STRATEGIC /
DELIVERY PARTNERS

Innovation
and Skills
Quarter

Strategic development partnership between Hartlepool Borough Council and the
Northern School of Art to deliver:

• HBC

1. Scott Building: new creative teaching space inc. stage set production facilities

2. Northern Studios: new film and TV studios for commercial and educational use to
include: sound stage, green screen studios, workshops and production offices

3. ISQ 3: Continued programme of interventions to diversify economic activity on

C1

C2

P1

P2

Cn1 Cn2 Cn3

• Northern School of Art
• Private Developers
• TVCA

Church Street at the heart of ISQ, including:

- Examining the feasibility of additional small workspace units inc. live/work units
- Continued enhancement of the campus including new opportunities for student
residential development and additional teaching facilities
- Feasibility and funding plan for new technology-enabled library / learning resource
centre, new student union facilities and related campus infrastructure to support
the Northern School of Art
- Refurbishment of Hartlepool Art Gallery.
- Refurbishment and commercial use of Grade II listed Shades building
- Use of the BIS to promote entrepreneurship in the creative industries sector
- Promoting the refurbishment and reuse of vacant premises and land in the area
- Continued programme of public realm and connectivity improvements
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CREATIVE HARTLEPOOL: Priority programmes 2019-21
PROGRAMME

Creative
Hartlepool
Plan

DESCRIPTION
Coordination and maintenance of a plan for external promotion and branding of
Creative Hartlepool to include place marketing activities at regional, national and
international level.
Establishment of Creative Hartlepool Champions programme: a network of local

STRATEGIC /
DELIVERY PARTNERS
• HBC
• Northern School of Art
• The BIS

business leaders, creative professionals and academics specifically coordinated to

• Creative professionals

promote Hartlepool’s creative economic vision through their networks and fields of

• Hartlepool College of

work
Coordination of existing and forthcoming activities (including BIS-based business
support) to support graduate retention and creative business growth – to include
business support, understanding specialist business accommodation requirements,
and the promotion of Hartlepool’s lifestyle offer to its graduates from outside the
Borough.

PRODUCTIVE HARTLEPOOL: PRIORITY PROGRAMMES 2019-21

OBJECTIVES

• Further Education
• Hartlepool VI Form
College
• Centre for Excellence in
Creative Arts

C1

C2

P1

P2

Cn1 Cn2 Cn3

PROGRAMME

Business
engagement
and
support
programme

DESCRIPTION
Programme of direct engagement with business to include:
- Identification of business growth opportunities
- Promotion of business support delivery from partner organisations
- Continued support for the Tees Valley SEP priority sectors.
- Promotion and delivery of business events and seminars

Develop a coordinating partnership and set of agreed core principles for the delivery
of skills in creative and cultural sectors in Hartlepool.
Improve links between the Centre for Excellence in Creative Arts and the colleges to
promote creative skills and pathways to colleges and business.

P2

Cn1 Cn2 Cn3

• Business support
organisations

wider Tees Valley

Productive
Skills
programme

Maintain Borough-wide approach to strategy and delivery of basic and higher-level
skills in Hartlepool, in line with business needs and TVCA Skills Strategy, to include:
- consolidating success of apprenticeships and promotion of higher and degreelevel apprenticeships
- engagement with Tees Valley skills, employment and careers programmes through
the Council’s Learning and Skills service

• Northern School of Art
• HBC
• Hartlepool Colleges
• TVCA
• NHS
• Private Businesses

• Northern School of Art

- Energy Life Cycle
- Health and Social Care

• Seymour Civil
Engineering

- Seymour Civils Training Academy

• Hartlepool College of

• Centre for Excellence in
Creative Arts

P1

• TVCA

industry sponsors to develop skills academies in priority sectors:

• Hartlepool VI Form
College

C2

• HBC

• HBC

• Further Education

C1

- Continued support for business organisations operating in Hartlepool and

Programme of support for Hartlepool College of Further Education and private

Creative
Hartlepool
Skills
Compact

STRATEGIC /
DELIVERY PARTNERS

OBJECTIVES

Ports
Growth
programme

Direct engagement with port operators on their growth and investment plans:
1. Hartlepool Port: analysing the feasibility and investment requirements to
enhance capacity to serve offshore windfarms

2. Able Seaton Port: analysing the feasibility and investment requirements

to position ASP as the UK’s leading oil and gas decommissioning facility; and

• HBC
• PD Ports
• Able UK

preparation for handling of offshore turbines and nacelles from 2020
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PRODUCTIVE HARTLEPOOL: PRIORITY PROGRAMMES 2019-21
PROGRAMME

Space for
Growth
Programme

DESCRIPTION
Programme to identify gaps and promote improvements in pathway of business
growth accommodation to include:
- identifying issues for Hartlepool from Tees Valley Business Accommodation Study
- analyse demand for / feasibility of additional small workspace units in the ISQ
- assess requirements for / feasibility of additional managed grow-on workspace

STRATEGIC /
DELIVERY PARTNERS
• HBC
• TVCA

CONNECTED HARTLEPOOL: PRIORITY PROGRAMMES 2019-21

OBJECTIVES
C1

C2

P1

P2

Cn1 Cn2 Cn3

PROGRAMME

Hartlepool
Waterfront

DESCRIPTION
Ambitious programme of redevelopment and expansion of visitor facilities at
Hartlepool Waterfront. Activity by 2021 will include:
- high-quality public realm and landscaping of a waterfront linear park;
- completion of a new waterfront events space;

• Private Developers

- planning, design and commencement of construction on new visitor attraction;

- continued development of Queens Meadow as the Borough’s premier business

- a new water activity centre

• Hotel franchisee

Consolidated programme of activity to promote and secure economic value from
the nuclear industry in Hartlepool to include:
- safeguarding land for new nuclear reactor site
- promotion of Hartlepool to government as location for future nuclear power
station, including potential for small modular reactor installation

- connectivity improvements – links to and from the Waterfront

• HBC

P1

P2

Cn1 Cn2 Cn3

• TVCA
• NMRN

- investment opportunities for Trincomalee Wharf

C2

• Private developers

- completion of feasibility and funding plan for new hotel
- consolidation and expansion of the NMRN (Hartlepool)

C1

• HBC

- industrial estate improvements throughout the Brenda Road Business Corridor
location

Future of
Nuclear
Hartlepool
plan

STRATEGIC /
DELIVERY PARTNERS

OBJECTIVES

• Hotel management
operator

• EDF
• NDA

- engagement with EDF and Nuclear Decommissioning Authority on skills,
employment and funding opportunities arising from future decommissioning

Civic
Quarter
and Town
Centre

Development of Masterplan to include Raby Road, the Civic Centre, Law Courts,
Odeon, Mill House examining spatial growth, regeneration and connectivity
opportunities

• HBC
• MGSC

Ongoing engagement to understand changes in Hartlepool town centre and
diversification requirements and spatial opportunities presented

Quality
housing
growth

Pursuit of Local Plan Policies to enable ongoing housing growth ambitions, notably
the South West Extension (1,260 units), High Tunstall Extension (1,200 units),
Quarry Farm (220) units and Wynyard (850 units). Three year activities to include
facilitating private investment in:

- SW Extension – major infrastructure works including new access to A689
- High Tunstall and Quarry Farm – commencement of Western Corridor highways
scheme

• HBC
• Highways England
• Private developers
• Stockton BC

Seaton
Carew
Masterplan

Review Masterplan in light of completed improvements and future regeneration
opportunities

• HBC

- Wynyard Park – continued engagement with Stockton BC and Highways England
on capacity and impact on strategic road network
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CONNECTED HARTLEPOOL: PRIORITY PROGRAMMES 2019-21
PROGRAMME

Hartlepool
Destination
and
Tourism
marketing
plan

Active promotion of Waterfront, NMRN and all visitor assets to drive visitor growth.

Eastern
Crossing of
the Tees

Western
Growth
Corridor

Local rail
enhancements

42

DESCRIPTION

Promote combined Hartlepool destination offer to extend dwell time and overnight

STRATEGIC /
DELIVERY PARTNERS
• NMRN
• HBC

stays.

• TVCA

Work with TVCA to promote City of Culture 2025

• Private businesses

Shared promotion of vision for an Eastern highways crossing of the River Tees to

• HBC

connect Hartlepool to the South Tees Development Zones, to include:
- completion of feasibility study

• Highways England

- analysis and exploration of funding mechanisms

• Homes England

Completion of planning and design, and commencement of construction, of new

• HBC

£18m link road to an enhanced grade-separated junction on the A19 at Elwick
North providing a third high-quality and safe access to the A19 from Hartlepool

Promotion of investment in local rail enhancements, including works to Hartlepool’s
North Platform, through the emerging Tees Valley rail strategy and active
involvement in the new North East Rail Management Unit
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• Highways England

OBJECTIVES
C1

C2

P1

P2

Cn1 Cn2 Cn3

6.2 Monitoring Hartlepool’s economic trajectory
As outlined in section 2, the targets established in 2011 for Hartlepool’s economy
highlight some of the enduring and important ambitions for the Borough – more
jobs and businesses, a higher-skilled workforce and improved economic inclusion.
Today however, it is acknowledged that monitoring measures should make
appropriate allowance for the Borough’s economic starting point and its
relationships with wider economies.
The 2011 strategy has a total of 35 performance indicators. This strategy retains
and refines some of the most important measures, but also narrows the focus
onto issues which are a) economic b) measurable c) within the Council’s sphere of
influence.
This strategy identifies key economic issues – job and skills value gaps – and
ambitions: creativity; productivity and connectivity. It also identifies the role of the
Council as an enabler of the local economy.
The performance measures outlined below seek to address:
1) The overall economic trajectory of Hartlepool as a Borough; and
2) The trajectory towards the ambitions of being more creative, more productive
and better connected.

Monitoring Hartlepool’s overall economic trajectory

• Homes England

The measures which will indicate the overall trajectory of Hartlepool’s economy
over the next three years are as follows (see detail in following table):

• HBC

•
•
•

• Network Rail

•

• Train operating
companies

•
•

Maintain an employment rate within 10% points of the national average;
Close the gap with overall Tees Valley employment rate;
Achieve positive employment jobs growth in line with or better than the wider
Tees Valley;
Bring the number of businesses per head in line with or better than the wider
Tees Valley;
Close the youth unemployment gap with the wider Tees Valley; and
Close the basic qualifications gap in line with the wider Tees Valley.
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Monitoring trajectory towards Creative, Productive and Connected Hartlepool

MEASURES TO MONITOR HARTLEPOOL’S ECONOMIC TRAJECTORY

The success of each mast of the Economic Strategy will ultimately be judged by the delivery track record against each programme.

Measure

Issue measured

Baseline

Data

•

Level of economic engagement and structural
legacy gap with wider economy

Overall employment rate

ONS Annual Population Survey

•

•

Maintain an employment rate within
10% points of the national average
Close the gap with overall Tees Valley
employment rate

Positive employment jobs growth in
line with or better than the wider Tees
Valley

Overall investment in job creation
Contribution to Tees Valley economy

Hartlepool:
Tees Valley:
England:

Jobs growth 2015-17
Hartlepool:
Tees Valley:

64%
68%
75%

0%
0%

(Baseline July 2017 – June 2018)

Each mast is also supported by a core monitoring measure which gives a general perspective on Hartlepool’s trajectory towards the ambitions of the strategy.

CREATIVE HARTLEPOOL CORE MEASURE
Measure

Issue measured

Data

•

Effectiveness of investment and intervention in growing
Hartlepool’s cultural and creative economy

ONS BRES

ONS BRES; total employment

Jobs growth in cultural and creative
activities in line with or better than the
wider Tees Valley

5 digit SIC sector definition see footnotes

(Baseline: 3 year growth, 2015-207)

PRODUCTIVE HARTLEPOOL CORE MEASURE
•

Bring the number of businesses in line
with or better than the wider Tees Valley

Overall investment in business creation
Contribution to Tees Valley economy

Business density
Hartlepool:
Tees Valley:

258 / 10,000
260 / 10,000

Enterprises per 10,000 population
ONS Business Counts / Population Estimates
(Baseline 2017)

•

Close the youth unemployment gap
with the wider Tees Valley

Level of economic engagement of young
people and structural legacy gap with wider
economy

Unemployment rate 18-24 y/o
Hartlepool:
13.6%
Tees Valley:
6.6%
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Close the basic qualifications gap in
line with the wider Tees Valley
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Basic work readiness of workforce

% 16-64 with a formal qualification
Hartlepool:
83%
Tees Valley:
86%

Issue measured

Baseline

Data

•

Levels of productivity in Hartlepool’s economy
and value added by its workforce

Hartlepool: £48,645

ONS Regional Gross Value Added by Local
Authority

Gross value added per job in line with or
better than the wider Tees Valley

Tees Valley: £48,408
(2016)

Unemployment rate of 18-24 year olds

BRES Employment

ONS Claimant Data reported by TVCA
(Baseline October 2018)

•

Measure

ONS Annual Population Survey
(Baseline Jan-Dec 2017)

CONNECTED HARTLEPOOL CORE MEASURE
Measure

Issue measured

Baseline

Data

•

Enhancement in Hartlepool’s visitor assets,
catchment and physical connections

4.0m (2016)

Hartlepool STEAM data

Growth in overall visitor numbers –
increased penetration rate in regional
visitor market

5.9% growth 2014-2016
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Annex – References and data
1

ONS UK Business Counts. Growth in the number of enterprises, 2011-2017: Hartlepool 35.3%; England 30.2%.
GENECON analysis

23

ONS Business Demography and UK Business Counts. 2016 new enterprise business births as % of 2015 stock:
Hartlepool 19%; England 18%. GENECON analysis.

24

Annual Population Survey: July 2017-June 2018. GENECON analysis

25

ONS Population Estimates by Year of Age. GENECON analysis

26

Ibid

27

Annual Population Survey: January 2017-December 2017. GENECON analysis.

28

PD Ports (2017). Teesport and Hartlepool: Port Handbook 2017/18. p53

29

Development of Residential Design SPD, referred in Local Plan, op cit.

ONS Regional Gross Value Added by Local Authority (2016). GENECON analysis

30

Local Plan, op cit. p163

ONS Annual Population Survey. Unemployment (model based) Hartlepool Apr 2017-Mar 2018, 8.7%; Jan 07-Dec 07
8.6%

31

ONS Regional Gross Value Added by Local Authority; BRES Employment (2016). GENECON analysis

32

ONS Annual Population Survey via NOMIS: Unemployment time series.

33

ONS Annual Population Survey via NOMIS: Unemployment: July 2017-June 2018. Hartlepool 8.9%; Great Britain: 4.2%

34

Department for Education (2018). Local Authority Interactive Toolkit. Progress 8 Attainment 8

35

CBI (2017). Unlocking regional growth understanding the drivers of productivity across the UK’s regions and nations

36

Estimated percentages reported by Northern School of Art management

2

ONS Business Register and Employment Survey. Growth in number employment, 2011-2017: Hartlepool 775 (3%); Tees
Valley, 9,500 (4%); England & Wales, 2,617,500 (11%). GENECON analysis

ONS BRES (2017) Public: Private Employment. Private sector employment in Hartlepool: 76%; Tees Valley: 78%;
England: 84%.

3

ONS UK Business Counts. Growth in the number of enterprises, 2011-2017: Hartlepool 35.3%; England 30.2%.
GENECON analysis

4

ONS Business Demography and UK Business Counts. 2016 new enterprise business births as % of 2015 stock:
Hartlepool 19%; England 18%. GENECON analysis.

5

Hartlepool Borough Council (2018). Local Plan. pp 14 and 15.

ONS Census 2011 Origin-Destination. Hartlepool’s residents make up 71% of Hartlepool’s workforce. GENECON
analysis.

6

ONS Population Estimates (2017). Hartlepool 93,000 (14%); Tees Valley 672,500. ONS UK Business Counts (2018).
Hartlepool 2,305 enterprises (13%); Tees Valley 17,230. ONS Business Register and Employment Survey (2017).
Hartlepool employment 30,765 (11%); Tees Valley, 270,250.

7

8

HM Government (2017). Industrial Strategy: Building a Britain Fit for the Future. pp19-20.

37

Department for Transport (2017). Transport Infrastructure for Our Global Future: A Study of England’s Port Connectivity.

9

HM Government (2017). Green Paper: Building our Industrial Strategy. p14.

38

Tees Valley Combined Authority (2015). Tees Valley Strategic Infrastructure Plan: Executive Summary. p8

39

GENECON analysis.

40

South Tees Development Corporation (2017). Regeneration Masterplan: Consultation draft

41

National Rail Enquiries. GENECON analysis

42

See for example: Connecting The Tees Valley (TVCA, 2016), Tees Valley Statement of Transport Ambition (TVU, 2011)

10

Tees Valley Combined Authority (2016). Tees Valley Strategic Economic Plan: 2016-2026. p13

HM Government (2017). Industrial Strategy: Building a Britain Fit for the Future. The four grand challenges are artificial
intelligence, clean growth, future mobility, and the ageing society.

11

12

Strategic Economic Plan, op cit. p10

ONS BRES (2017) using Advanced Manufacturing SIC definition from TVCA Advanced Manufacturing Sector Action
Plan (2018). Share of total employment in advanced manufacturing: Hartlepool, 9%; Tees Valley, 7%; England 4%.

13

14

ONS BRES (2017). GENECON analysis.

ONS BRES (2017). GENECON analysis. 1,170 jobs in electrical manufacturing in Tees Valley (5 digit SIC); 640 in
Hartlepool.
ONS BRES (2017). GENECON location quotient analysis using SIC definition from TVCA Sector Action Plan

17

ONS BRES (2017). GENECON analysis.

18

ONS Regional Gross Value Added by Local Authority; BRES Employment (2016). GENECON analysis

19

20

21
22

46

TVCA/Jacobs Consultancy (2018). Hartlepool Nuclear Power Station Economic Impact Assessment, p14.
Global Tourism Solutions (2017). Steam data for Hartlepool 2016. GENECON analysis
Business density per 10,000 head of population. ONS Business Counts; Population Estimates (2016).
ONS BRES (2017) Employment. GENECON Analysis.
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18201 : Reproduction of sound recording
18202 : Reproduction of video recording
18203 : Reproduction of computer media
23410 : Manufacture of ceramic household and ornamental articles
58110 : Book publishing
58190 : Other publishing activities
59111 : Motion picture production activities
59112 : Video production activities
59113 : Television programme production activities
59120 : Motion picture, video and television programme post-production activities
59131 : Motion picture distribution activities
59132 : Video distribution activities
59133 : Television programme distribution activities
59200 : Sound recording and music publishing activities
60100 : Radio broadcasting
60200 : Television programming and broadcasting activities
73110 : Advertising agencies
74100 : Specialised design activities
74201 : Portrait photographic activities
74202 : Other specialist photography (not including portrait photography)
74209 : Other photographic activities (not including portrait and other specialist photography and film processing) nec
78101 : Motion picture, television and other theatrical casting
85520 : Cultural education
90010 : Performing arts
90020 : Support activities to performing arts
90030 : Artistic creation
90040 : Operation of arts facilities
91020 : Museum activities
91030 : Operation of historical sites and buildings and similar visitor attractions

National Rail Enquiries. GENECON analysis of average times of most frequent weekday trains. Rounded to nearest 5
minutes.

43

44

Tees Valley Combined Authority (2016). Tees Valley Strategic Economic Plan: 2016-2026

45

Local Plan, op cit ,p58

15

16

GENECON SIC definition of Creative and Cultural industries used in employment analysis:

ONS Business Demography (2017). Five-year survival rate of 2011 business births. Hartlepool: 42.9%; Tees Valley:
42.6%; England : 44.0%

46

47

ONS UK Business Counts (2018). GENECON location quotient analysis

48

ONS UK Business Counts (2018). GENECON analysis

49

ONS UK Business Counts (2018). GENECON location quotient analysis

50

GENECON typology

51

PD Ports, op cit.

Photos supplied by Raw 35, Infotech Studio, The Northern School of Art, Hart Biologicals, Able UK and JDR Cables
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The Hartlepool Economic Growth Strategy 2019-21 was prepared by GENECON. GENECON is a specialist management consultancy
supporting Government, local authorities, Local Enterprise Partnerships and the private sector in delivering local economic growth.

For more information:
www.investinhartlepool.co.uk
hartlepooleconomicforum@hartlepool.gov.uk
(01429) 867677

